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80°F aging data and the extrapolated prediction of the 70 F aging equation
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batches demonstrated pronounced batch-to-batch variations in aging behavior.
Predicted service lives decreased strongly with temperature ('- factor of 10
from 70 to 145 0 F) and also with aging under strain (- factor of 2 at 70OF
between 0 and 5 percent strain).

Thus, empirical correlations can indeed be employed which will allow
the use of accelerated surveillance to predict chemical aging rates of
ANB-3066 under silo storage conditions. However, batch variations may
be significant, and the use of stress-free carton aging data may strongly
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1. INTRODUCTION

1. 1 PROGRAM OBJECTWIES

Reliable assessment of service life is assuming increasing importance
as the concept of "life cycle cost" is increasingly recognized to be one of the
overriding criteria in system selection. The specific objects- . of this pro-
gram was to establish whether, and to define how, accelerated surveillance
could be employed to predict the service life of Minuteman Third Stage
(ANB-3066) propellant stored under silo conditiors (70*100 F). Development
of such capability obviously has much broader implications in terms of its
application to prediction of phase-out or replacement rates for other existing
missile systems and also in terms of its application to the evaluation of true
potential of propellant systems during their development.

1.2 THE GENERAL PROBLEM OF SERVICE LIFE PREDICTION

1.2.1 Chemical Aging and Fatigue

In the most general and proper sense the service life of propellant in an
actual motor grain is controlled by two processes which are not necessarily
independent and at times indeed may be inseparable.. These two processes
are chemical aging and fatigue.

We define chemical aging as those changes. in propellant properties
which result from chemical reactions occurring after completion of the.
normal cure cycle. Those reactions can be extremely complex in a solid
propellant but for ANB-3066 (Butarez-CT/HX-868) might be expected to
include such processes as: continued reaction between residual carboxy and
imine groups, reaction between carbc'.yl and oxazoline, homopolymerization
of HX-868, free radical reactions involving polybutadiene segments a,.d 0,
or AP, thermal degradation, hydrolysis.

Fatigue, on the other hand, we define as a degradation in ability to with-
stand loads as a consequence of previous loading, in effect a cumulative
damage. Fatigue failure is generally regarded as arising from microscopic
flaws or structural inhomogeneities which lead to macroscopic cracks and
ultimate rupture under imposed stress. Since there will always be a distri-
bution of flaw sizes (and/or localized stress intensities), fatigue failure is
inherently a statistical process and results in a very wide distribution of
failure times.

-7-
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Methods of predicting service life solely from the point of view of fatigue.
i. e. , ignoring chemical aging, have included the reaction kinetics approach
(Ref. 1) and the Aerojet cumulative diamage approach (Ref, 2). More recently,
LPC has demonstrated promise (Ref. i) in an approach involving an extension
of the Halpin-Polley description of the statistics of constant load fatigue
failure for plastics (Ref. 4). In effect the distribution of failure tines is
described by so-called Weibull statistics. i. e.

N-(t) ex p - kt--- -1-•n

where N(t) is the number of samples survived after time t, No is the original
number of samples, k is a rate (time scale) parameter, n is a parameter
characterizing the type of distribution, and aT and aT are temperature and
load shift factors.

The structural change accompanying or underlyii _ fatigue damage
might be considered physical in nature, e. g., creep or physical desorption
of binder from filler. However, it is difficult to imagine other micro-
structural changes during fatigue which will not entail chemical changes of
some sort. e. g. . chain scission at the leading edge of a growing flaw. It is
recognized, moreover, that the presence of a stress field may significantly
enhance the rates of chemical reactions by virtue of the fact that the strain
energy introduced into various chemical bonds will effectively reduce the
activation energy required fL - reaction; this notion has been formalized in
the so-called Zhurkov rate equation

K = K exp[E i(1)a RTJ

where E is the normal thermal activation energy and 'r is a factor charac
terizing the effectivenenh of impo.ed stress .,T in altering the reaction rate.

Thus the boundary between chemical aging and fatigue is a diffuse one.
Furthermore, the structural changes brought about by strictly chemical
aging processes will greatly alter the ability of the propellant to resist
fatigue damage. in terms of both the shape of tae failure distribution and of
orders of magnitude changes in average time to failure. This is graphically
illustrated by the following values for gel content and fatigue rate constant
(k in equation I - l obtained by LPC on aged T1-lI10[l I propellant:

Gel Content (%) Fatigue Rate Constant

42.2 2.5 x 10"1

45.0 4.0 x 10"'

-17.6 1.5 x 10-4

We come, therefore, to the crux of tht problem. A complete service
life prediction for a propellant grain must ultimately be able to account
quantitatively for the effects of chemical aging upon the propellant's fatigue
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resistance, This implies that the following are quantitatively describable
as a function of aging time under realistic service conditions (temperature,

stress. environment):

0 The statistical distribution function of failure times under
loading conditions which represent the known failure modes
of the system. e. g., bore cracking during thermal cycling
or ignition.

* The rate of change, due to chemical aging, of the parameters
of the statistical distributioni function, e. g. , k. n, aq., aT~ Of
equation (1 -1). It should be noted that this mnust include any
influence of grain internal stress upon chemical aging rates.

i.2.2 Accelerated Surveillance

The problem of developing reliable service life predictability in aggra-
vated further by the desire for long-term visibility. This necessitates the
use of accelerated surveillance and consequent extrapolations in time/
temperature/load /environment as appropriate.

In the simplest and by far the most usual case, surveillance is carried
out on propellant cartons at several elevated temperatures plus the actual
service temperature. At intervals during aging (short term relative to
anticipated lifetime) physical tests *are run which provide parameters
believed to be critical with regard to the actual failure mode. Attempts are
then made to perform temperature/time extrapolations of the data to estab-
lish the time at service temperature when the critical parameter reaches
its. limiting permitted value.

In general such usage of accelerated surveillance data has met with
limited success and at the initiation of this pro.gram there appeared to he
three reasons for this:

(1) The presumed complexity of the chemical changes taking place
mrade it unlikely that a single activation energy would be appli-
cable over the temperature range of interest. Thus, a simple
temperature extrapolation of an overall rate of change would be
in%-a*id, as illustrated in Figure 1- 1.

(2) Each chemical process might be expected to exert a different
quantitative effect upon a given propellant mechanical property,
as illustrated in Figure 1-2.

(3) Rate acceleration can also be brought about by the stress fields
within' the propellant grain of an actual miotor (see equation 1-2).
Rates of property change measured upon unstressed cartons.
therefore. nlay not accurately reflect rates of change occurring
in a muttbr grain.
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REACTION (1)

• .

IC

11T

Figure 1 -1 Schematic Illustration of Complexity of Reactions in 'ropellant

REACTION (1)

(A 21 7  V
(3)-

EXTENT OF REACTION. ai

Figure 1-2 Schematic Illutration of Dependence of Mechanical
Parameters Upon Various Reactions in 1Propvllant

-10-
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I, 1 PROGRAM GU)A U', SCOIPE, AND APPROACH

The above dist asswn demonstrates that thie problem of service life pre-
diction is many- facved and difficult. This program examined primarily one
facet, the question of hoA best to use elevated tenmperature surveillance data
to predict chemical aging-controlled service life of ANB- 3066 propellant.
Fatigue and its associated failure statistics were ignored. However, the
possible acceleration of lieinical aging was investigated by comparing,
throughout the program, rates Af change in unstressed samples with those
held under constant strain.

As originally established, this program (and the parallel program con-
ducted by Thiokol on Tl'-1-101 I propellant) intended to achieve its goal of
making accelerated suirveillance meaningful by: (1) identifying the controlling
chemical rvactions at the variotis temperatures, (2) quantifying their rates
and temperature coefficients, (i) defining their relationships to simultaneous
rates of change in particular physical parameters. By achieving such an
understanding it was expected that rational procedures for temperature/time
extrapolation could be defined and valid service life predictions (based upon
chemical aging) could he obtained.

At the outset, therefore, a number of chemical and physical tests were
performed upon aging ANB.-3066 propellant (strained and unstrained) and
upon propellant analogs. It became apparent, however, that although the
physical/mechanical changes induced by chemical aging were quite large.
the underlying changes in concentration for the various chemical moieties
(carboxyl. amide, ester, C=C) were small. In fact it appeared that such
changes were, for the most part. hidden within the data scatter and that
more extensive method development would be necessary to achieve quanti-
tative definition of rats of chemical reactions during aging. Emphasis was
thereafter placed upon dihfining quantitative rates of change for selected
physical/mechanical parameters and establishing a rationale for correlating
such data and performing temperature/time extrapolations.

The program therefore involved the following specific tasks:

(I) ANB- 3066 propellant was procured from Thiokol as one-gallon
cartons which were prepared from one 500-gallon batch using
Minuteman production facilities and specifications-(see Appendix
A). A KCI arni ig propellant (KCI replacing AP) was prepared
at IPC itn a I gallon batch.

(2) The primary t onditions of storage of ANB-3066 are listed in
Table I-!. additional details being given in Appendix A. A few
samples were also aged at 3 percent constant strain or at
approximately 10 psi stress. The 300 F storage served

as a propell•nt "bhnk" f-oni which samples could be removed
for initiation of higher temperature aging as desire-d. A
limited numbhr of cartons of the KCI analog propellant were
ag,-d at 0 to 1-pt.rcent strain.

-(I.
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(3) Physical and chemical tests were performed upon the propellant
at intervals during an approximately 120-week period. The
primary tests included infrared, gel content, creep compliance
(at -40 and +100'F), dilatation, crack propagation (see Appendix
A for details).

(4) The physical/mechanical property datl, were analyzed and
methods developed to permit tem-" ire/time extrapolations
of observed changes and provide vice life predictions based
upon chemical aging.

Table 1-1

AGING CONDITIONS(a)

Temperature Total Elapsed
(OF) Strain (%) Time (Weeks, Nominal)

30 0 91

70 0 and 5 1l1

86 0 and 5 68

115 0 and 5 121

145 0 and 5 87

(a) Aged as blocks (-4" x 4" x 5") in N.-purged, sealed cans.

-12-
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2. SUMMARY

An investigation has been conducted into the chemical aging of ANB-3066
Minuteman propellant for the purpose of establishing means to employ
accelerated surveillance data for predicting useful life under silo storage
conditions (70*10 0F, inert atmosphere).

To this end a propellant batch was procured from Thiokol which was
prepared according to Minuteman specifications. Cartons of this propellant
were aged under N2 at 30. 70, 86, 115, and 145°F and at 0 and 5 percent
constant strain for periods up to 120 weeks. At intervals during aging.
chemical analyses (primarily infrared) were performed and physical tests
"were conducted, the latter consisting of gel content, degree of swell, creep
compliance (-40 and +IC0O"F). dilatation, and crack propagation. The result-
ing data were analyzed and correlated to establish their utiliiy for prediction
of chemical aging - controlled service life. The findings of this study are
summarized in the following subsections.

2.1 CHEMICAL STUDIES AND AGING MECHANISM

Infrared measurements demonstrated that carboxyl groups remained
after cure and did not measurably decrease during long-term aging. Wet
analyses by Thiokol are consistent with this finding and indicate, moreover,
that C=C double bond content decreases with aging.

Since the propellant exhibits strong increr es in gel content and in
modulus during aging, it is postulated that interchain crosslinkinq occurs
through AP oxidative attack adjacent to C=C positions. LPC data indicate
that a reversion process also becomes important at high temperatures (1-45 0F),
after an initial period of hardening, and leads to subsequent softening. That
reversion process perhaps is the consequence -ofachanging balance in oxida-
tive crosslinking/scissioa and/or of hydrolysis by the water produced from
oxidative reactions.

Dilatation appears to decrease while binder modulus (gel content)
increases and compliance decreases. These contrasting effects may indicate
that increased crosslinking of "bulk" binder is accompanied by improvement
in the binder/filler bonding and/or interfacial structure.

I ',1 :/
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Z.2 ANALYSIS OF AGING RATES OF PHYSICAL PROPERTIES

Changes in physical properties during aging were described as the

following functions of logarithmic time:

P = P 0 + k log t (2-I)

P =P 0 -+ k log t + kz (log t)z (2-2)

where P and P 0 are the values of the property at time t and at time t 1
week respectively and the k's are aging rate constants.

At all aging conditions except 145F after about 15 weeks, the quadratic
equation generally was not statistically superior to the linear equation. At
ld5 0 F after about 15 weeks, however, it became necessary to employ the
quadratic equation with k, and kz of opposite sign, i. e.. a reversion of the
initial hardening was indicated.

Comparison of the aging data for this batch of ANB-3066 propellant with
data available for other batches demonstrated that strong batch-to-batch
variations in aging behavior can exist, particularly at higher temperatures.
Such variations are not unexpected since small changes in effective
stoichiometry and/or cure cycle can move the propellant binder structure
back onto the steep portion of the gel/extent of reaction curve. Only the
LPC high-temperAture data gave strong indication of a reversion at longer
aging times, although other batches did appear to be approaching a steady
state. While differences in behavior were noted at 70 to 80'F, extrapolation
of LPC's linear regression equation for compliance (based upon 120-week
aging-data) showed very satisfactory agreement with long-term (7 to 8 years)
modulus data for a single batch by Aerojet and for numerous batches (single
point each) by Hill Air Force Base.

Where the data were sufficiently extensive to provide reliable values of
the rate constants (k, ki, kz), their temperature dependence could be
described by an Arrhenius approach, i. e.,

K (=k, ki, k2) = Koexp[J. (2-3)

For k and k1. the apparent activation energy (B) was quite small (2-3 kcal/
mole for k), consistent with a diffusion control of the crosslinking process
and/or a free radical reaction. The value of B for kz was several-fold
greater; however, the significance of this is not clear due to the relatively
large error in determining k,.

Aging under 5 percent strain increased both the rate of aging from 70 to
145OF and the apparent activation energy. For example, the k values for
compliance after strained/unstrained aging were -0.75/-0.68 and - 1.45/- 1.08
at 70 and 145 0F, respectively, and the B values were 2.8/2.0. Although the
rate increase caused by aping under 5 percent strain was only 10 percent at
70(F. this can have a major effect on the predicted service life due to the
logarithmic time dependence.

/ S/ -14-
/
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The observed rate constants were employed to extrapolate calculated
asing curves for compliance to an approximated failure criterion, thus
yielding predicted chemical aging-controlled service lives. Using a + one
(T error in b.,th the failure criterion and the calculated aging curves, the
predicted service life at 70 0 F, 0-percent strain is between 4.6 and 11 years.
Assuming that the relative standard deviation of regression for the compliance
curve were to be decreased from the observed value of 3.4 percent to a value
of 1 percent, the! predicted useful life would become 5.8 to 9.6 years. The
effect of a reversion process, or of achieving a steady state, can be to
increase the service life significantly. The effect of aging -,nder 5 percent
strain is to reduce the predicted minimum life at 70°F by approximately a
factor of two.

"5 CONCLLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

"The conclusions of the program and the consequent recommendations
ard (fiscussd in Sk tioi -4 e, this report. They may be outlined briefly as
follows:

(1) Accelerated surveillance data for ANB- 3066 can be empirically
correlated to permit time and temperature extrapolations and
thereby provide silo service life predictions based upon chemical
aging rates.

(2, The observed hardening of ANB- 3066 apparently is not caused
by continued reaction bettwveen the rather large quantities of
residual carboxyl and imine. Instead, it is probably the conse-
quence of crosslinking reactions involving AP oxidative attack
upon polybutadiene backbone double bonds.

(3) Aging under 5 percent constant strain increases aging rates
and reduces the predicted service life. Therefore. the use of
surveillance data obtained upon isolated propellant cartons may
yield too ,eptimistic service life predictions for actual motor
grains. !t should be noted further that this program has not
conside-(,rd any other interactions between chemical aging and
m.chanical forces, such as the effect of changing stress fields
(te•perature changes. vibration) upon chemical aging rates or
the o.ffect of chemical aging upon fatigue resistance.

(4) Significant gains in sorvice life might be gained by storage at
temperatures below 70"t. where rates of hardening would be
lower, or by storage abe.t 70F," where possible reversion
rates would be faster

- IS-
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(5) Batch-to-batch variations in aging rate and pattern exist and
render generalization of quantitative predictions from one
batch questionable. The equations employed in this study to
correlate and extrapolate the data should be regarded as
empirical, and other relations should be considered for other
ANB-3066 batches and for other propellants. Reliability of
service life predictions would be greatly enhanced by instituting
tighter quality control limits and control procedures (e. g. '
gel content measureme..t) which are informative as to the state
of cure and the initial course of aging.

(6) Large uncertainties in predicted service life may be introduced
by relatively small errors in aging rates, the latter occasioned
by errors in property measurements and by propellant inhomo-
geneity. Surveillance programs, therefore, should concentrate
upon a very small number of parameters whose aging changes
can be measured reproducibly over a broad temperature/time
regime.

-16.
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 CHEMICAL STUDIES AND AGING MECHANISM

During the initial portion of the program several different chernical
techniques were applied to the aging ANB-3066 and to the KCI analog to
determine their usefulness for clarifying the aging mechanism and the effects
of inechanical loading thereon. Some preliminary results of gas evolution
analyses and of examination of sol extracts by GPC and infrared, for example,
were reported earlier (Ref. 5): such experiments were not continued since it
was judged that they would be only of indirect value to quantitative aging
predictions.

During the course o& the program a variety of infrared experiments was
also conducted. As experi nents progressed. significant improvements in
technique and apparatu. evolved, but the resultant data differences made it
difficult to define lung-term chemical changes in quantitative terms. Because
of this and the small changes observed in concentration of the various struc-
tnral moieties during aging, the infrared data obtained could be used only
qualitatively.

Initial screening experiments involved a comparison of the cure (I 10 0 F)
and aging (145 0 F) of the Butarez/HX-868 binder relative to the same binder
in contact with AP. Two multiple internal reflectance (MIR) infrared cells
were used, one with binder only and one with a very thin layer of binder in
contact with a pressed AP tablet.,$ Reactions involving the carboxyl/.mine
curative linkage were followed using the C=0 stretch bands of the acid (1720
cm") and ester (1740 cm ") and the amide II band (1540 cm'). Figure 3-I
shows the absorbances of these bandls normalized by that of the methylene
C-H stretch band (2845 cm", and plotted against cure and aging time.
These results indicate the following:

- The carboxyl groups are only 30 to 50-percent reacted at
end of cure.

0 Little if any change in carboxyl, ester, or amide II occurs
between end of cure and 5 weeks aging at 145°F (the imine
band virtually disappears during cure).

/

"/ No pronounced difference between pure binder and interfacial
binder appears.

', The binder layer was made sufficiently thin so that weak AP bands could
be observed.

-17-
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Results of some reflectance infrared measurements on ANB-3066 pro-
"pellant and KCI analog are summarized in Table 3-1. These measurements
were taken upon thin slices microtomed from the interior of cartons. Since
AP absorptions interfere with the amide (1540 cm-1) and also with trans and
vinyl C=C bands (960 cm-i and 910 cm'), only the carboxyl/ester ratio is
"reported. The initial point for unaged ANB-3066 propellant is believed to be
considerably in error since an increase in the COOH/COOR ratio upon early
aging is inconsistent with Figure 1-1 and with all expectations. Any other

*\changes in the aging data appear to be within experimental scatter. The
lower. value of COOH/COOR for the KCI analog is indicative of more com-
plete reaction during cure and this is consistent with its initial gel content
of 88 percent compared with less than 60 percent for unaged ANB-3066.

Because of the AP interferences with amide and C=C absorptions, the
procedure was modified to permit measurements after extraction of all AP.
For this purpose the propellant slices were extracted with CHC13 and the
resultant sol examined by transmittance infrared; the gel was further
extracted with pyridine to remove AP and the final dried gel examined by
reflectance infrared. Results for the limited number of samples which
could be tested are shown in Table 3-2 as ratios of the so! plus gel absorb-
ances. Here again there appea4 to be no discernible trends upon aging.

Thus, the infrared measure~nents say that changes in chemical compo-
sition during these aging periodsý are very slight despite the fact that a large
fraction of the original carboxyl groups remains unreacted at end of cure.
This finding is consistent with wet analyses by Thiokol who report that

.. -approximately 24 percent of the briginal carboxyl and 13 percent of the
original imine groups remain after cure of ANB-3066 and are still apparently
unreacted after nearly I year at 115F (Ref. 6).

Nevertheless, as will becor e apparent later, major changes in the
"elastomer structure and mechan cal properties are indeed occurring.
Qualitatively, the direction of c ange in various parameters at moderate
temperatures and times is indictted in the following:

Gel Contenti - Increase

Swell - Decrease

Compliance - Decrease

Dilatation (Low Strain) - Decrease

Critical Stress - Increase

Except for dilatation these changes all seem to follow logically from the
rising binder modulus inherent in increasing gel content. The decrease in
tendency toward dilatation, however, appears contradictory to increased
binder modulus unless we postulate a simultaneously enhanced bonding
between binder and filler and/or formation of a more nearly optimum inter-
facial structure. The nature of this structure is. of course, not clear and
certainly the infrared interfacial measurements in Figure .3- 1 do not demon-
strate any distinctive chemical changes within the interface during aging
which involve the curative linkage moieties.

.- - ()
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Table 3-1

PROPELLANT INFRARED DATA

Aging Condition -

Temperature Strain - COOH/COOR(z)
System L.. (OF Week__ Absorbance Ratio

ANB-3066 Unaged 1.08*0 .05

30 0 50 1.29*0.10
0 91 1.24*0.07

86 0 8 1.30*0.07
5 8 1.33 *0.06

0 22 1.31 --

0 36 1.26*0.07

115 0 7 1.31*0.12
5 7 1.37*0.05

0 14 1.47*0.07
5 14 1.33* 0.04

0 22 1.21--

145 0 10 1.25*0.10

0 56 1.34*0.03

0 77 1.34*0.12

KCl Analog Unaged 0.91 * 0.05

86 0 8 0.86*0.01
3 8 0.89*0.01

Nominal aging times

(a)
A (1720 cm'r)/A (1740 cm'-). Errors are standard deviation for at
least duplicate scans on duplicate samples. Where no error is given,
only a single scan was made.

-20
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Table 3-2

INFRARED DATA FOR EXTRACTED PROPELLANT

Absorbance Ratio

Aging Condition Sol + Gel(M) Propellant

Temperature COOH COOK V COOH
(OF) Strain Weeks(') COOR CONH Trans COOR

30 0 77 1.33 0.86 0.84 --

99 1.31 0.97 0.84 1.24

86 0 22 1.31 0.78 0.89 1.31

36 1.30 0.86 0.83 1.26

145 0 56 1.23 1.04 0.86 1.34

77 1.39 0.79 0.89 1.34

U Nominal aging time

(•)
Transmittance on sol (CHC13 extract) and reflectance on gel
remaining after CHCI1 and pyridine extraction. Corrected for
fraction of sol and gel in propellant.

-21-
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It is interesting to speculate that the increased overall crosslink density
(higher gel) and the modified interfacial bonding/,strtucture are consequences
of an oxidative attack by AP upon the polybutadiene backbone. The vinyl/
trans infrared absorbance ratios in Table 3-2 argue against this insofar as
one would expect a change in that ratio to be procucec! by oxidative attack.
On the other hand, Thiokol reports a marked decrease in total C=C concen-
tration during ANB-3066 aging, as judged by iodimetric measurements
(Ref. 6). Therefore, intermolecular crosslinking through AP oxidative
reaction with the polymer backbone may be inferred.

The reduction in double bond corcentration reported by Thiokol is so
large, however, that it seems unlikely that for each double bond lost a
crosslink is formed. Instead, competitive crosslinking/chain scission
processes probably occur, with the balance normally in lavor of crosslinking.
It will be pointed out later in this report, however, that some of the ANB 3066
aging data strongly indicate a reviersion to be taking place at higher tempera-
tures after the initial period of propellant hardening. Perhaps this reversion
is also a consequence of AP oxidation due to a change in the crosslinking/
scission balance or to hydrolytic attack by the water produced in oxidation
reactions.

3.2 AGING RATES OF PHYSICAL AND MECHANICAL PARAMETERS

3.2.1 Experimental Data and Parameter Cross Correlation

Experimental values of the parameters which were followed during
aging of ANB3- 3066 propellant are tabulated in the Appendix as Tables A- 1
through A-6; the experimental methods are described in the text accompary-
ing those tables. 'L,cluded in the tables is the standard deviation of each
measurement, while the overall relative standard deviations for each of the
parameters arc summarized in Table 3-3. The observed precision for some
parameters, e.g., gel, swell, D, (100 0 F), is quite good but for others it is
quite poor. particularly where the experimental method involves a subjective
element as is the case for crack propagation.

Prior to conducting a kinetic analysis of these parameters. their degree
of cross-correlation was examined. This was done for several reasons:

0 To clarify the aging mechanism - as discussed earlier.

a To clarify/justify the possible elimination of any data points
from the kinetic analysis.

* To provide additional guidelines for tl.e selection of prelimi-
nary "zero time" values of the parameters, values which were
experimentally unavailable due to the delay in receivnig the
propellant.

-- --2. . .
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Table 3-3

PRECISION OF PHYSICAL/MECHANICAL PARAMETERS

Parameter Relative Standard Deviation (5)11)

Gel 1.6

Swell 3.2

D, (100 0 F) 2.3

D, (-40 0 F) 5.8

n (100 0 F) 5.5

n (-40°F) 10

A7V/V ,14

,•yc 22

I€ 12

:C : •9

Crack Growth Rate "20

Relative to initial (nominally unaged) value for each parameter.

-21-
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Figures 3-2 through 3-6 show the correlations of some of the parameters
against gel content, the latter chosen because it is the primary structural
variable measured and exhibits the best precision. Where it seemed at all
warranted, linear regressions were performed, the resultant equations and
regression coefficients being given in the figures.

The degree of inter-parameter correlation is relatively poor, the best
case being for swell/gel where only 66 percent of the changes in S are
explainable by the linear model. Many of the deviations are greater than
would be anticipat-!d from the levels of precision given in Table 3-3. This
is undoubtedly the consequence of three factors: (1) propellant inhomogeneity,
(2) changes in aging mechanism with time (e.g., the highest compliance point
in Figure 3-3), and (3) the fact that each parameter may respond in a com-
plex fashion to changes in gel content. Even in the case of swell, for example.
the actual nreasurement may reflect changes in both bulk binder crosslink
density and in interfacial structure (permeability to toluene and/or dewettability
by toluene.). Still, wherc an appreciable degree of correlation exists (e.g..
Figures j-2, 3-3, 3-4), those data points which deviate the most also deviate
most from simple parameter/aging time plots; such data points were
regarded with caution in performing kinetic analyses.

3.2.2 Kinetic Analysis of Parameter Aging Changes

A logarithmic time scale provides a natural base for quantitative com-
parison of short and long-term propellant aging data because it provides
simultaneous visibility and because much of the propellant aging data is at
least approximately exponential in nature, presumably due to depletion of
reactants and increasing diffusional restrictions. However, since there is
no obvious reason why the aging behavior should be precisely exponential,
the program data were generally analyzed by both of the following equations:

P = P 0 + k log t (3-1)

P P p 0 + k, log t + kZ (log t), (3-2)

where P and P0 represent the value of an experimental parameter at time t
and at time t=l week, respectively, and the k's represent "aging rates".

The choice between equations (3-1) and (3-2) was determincd on the
basis of conventional analysis of variance; where the latter indicated no
statistical preference r dsted beyond the 70-pe-cent confidence limit, the
linear equation (3-1) was chosen. This was a convenient reference point
since the confidence limits were generally either above 70 or well below it.

Obviously, more complex empirical expressions might have been
selected which would have gien statistically more satisfactory data correla-
tion. For example, it was assumed quite arbitrarily that "zero" aging time
corresponded to I week, independent of aging condition, whereas a truer
representation would include a temperature dependent time scale shift factor.
This and other complexities seemed unwarrant,.d. however, in view of the

-24 -
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data scatter inherent in such a program, the need for aging time corrections
to be described below, and the fact that the program objective was primarily
to demonstrate in principle that accelerated surveillance data could be
employed for 70'F aging rate predictions.

It was necessary to apply equations (3-1) and (3-2) iteratively to the data
to arrive at final values for k, k1 , and k,. This was required in order to
circumvent certain prublems:

(1) Delay in initiation of surveillance, estimated as an effective
10-week period at 70 0F. This had two consequences, namely
that no experimental values were availabie for P 0 and that all
nominal aging times at temperatures other than 70OF had to be
increased by an amount corresponding to the 10 weeks at 70 0 F.

(2) Use of the 30°F propellant "bank" to initiate higher temperature
aging at various points along the program, which also necessi-
tated corrections to nominal aging times.

Details of the calculational procedure are given in Appendix B. Results
of the analysis are given in Tables 1-4 and 3-5 for gel, swell, Di (100 0 F),
D, (-400 F), AV/V, and (Tc. For the other parameters (n, ec, fTc, crack rate)
no aging trends were observable. In addition to the parameters of the log
time equations. these tables present statistical evaluations of the goodness
of fit in terms of: (1) the standard deviations of regression for linear
(column 6) and quadratic (column 11) regressions. (Z) the percent of varia-
tion explained by the linear regressions (column 7), and (3) the confidence of
a significant improvement in fit by using the quadratic rather than linear
expression for those cases where that confidence was at least 70 percent
(column 12).

"In the majority of cases the standard deviation of regression for the
quadratic fit is either worse than for the linear fit or is only marginally
improved (column II versus 6). Where the quadratic expression does
provide significant improvement, this is for the most part for long-term
aging at 145 0F. In those same instances the linear fit is usually very poor,
as shown by the low percent explained.

Neglecting the long-term 145 0 F results, both gel content and compliance
at 100°F generally follow closely to a linear log time aging behavior. The
other parameters show a poorer statistical fit to linear (or quadratic) behavior
and, except for swell, this is consistent with their poorer reproducibility as
shown by the precision values given in Table 3- 1. It should be noted, too.
that more aging data points are available over a wider time span for gel,
swell, and D, (1000F) and the correlations for these properties should there-
fore have greater validity than those for D, (-40"F). AV/V, and (Tc. Careful
examination of the data points along with the statistical correlations also
demonstrates that as a general rule one is subjectively comfortable with a
particular data fit if the percent explained exceeds 85 percent. The results
in Tables 3-4 and 3-5 indicate that this subjective criterion is easily met by
gel and D, (100'F) and marginally met by dilatation. Subsequent discussion
and quantitative conclusions, therefore. will emphasize gel and D, (100 0 F).

1-10-
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Table 3-4

AGING RATES FOR GEL, D, (100 0F), AND. SWELL

Linaor Reg.ressionMd Quadratic RearessioP
11

Tvmperature Milian cof, .1ne.
Property i V) p. Ii ao Explained *0 ____ __________

v~e 30 0 S42.7 S.9% 3.22 94 S.1.6 7.Z4 -0.644 .4
70 0 53.1 0145 16 92 5u 9.z2I O..i10 I3.71
st6 0 "10 .0 0.1'59' 52.7 30. -0. 8 72 8.17

Its% 0 S1.7 10.4 2.22 89 52.5 13.9 -1.0, 1 2.24
* 14S 0 %j.5 1$.9 1.29 96 '.2.6 14.7 .4. '1' 1.10

145 0 S7.1; 65s6 4.9H1 40 51.6 Z4.11 -8.77 Z.93 It0':
(to, 95 weeklt~

70 s 51 '2 8.69 1.110 91 '.2.1 11I.6 -1.15 1.82Z
116 s 53.3I 30.5 3.33 97 5U." 13.3 -1.4-, 1.1U

It sS 5 5.0 14.0 Z.44 93 53.31 11.1 .14 Z.52
145 s S5.5 1..9 2.55 90 52.4 24.81 Z67 .111I

(to 12.81 weekel

1 4 S % 54.0 6.69 6.16 24 52.3 1 25.3 341.1 2. 47
(to 321 weekal

Compliance it) 0 .1.61 -0.48Z2 0.04Z 99 2.60 - 0.43 S . 0.8Z424 O.4442v' 4'

to' o, I noT) 70 0 Z.511 -0.676 0.0117 96 2.h I -0.7S% -0*4.0-4 0.lilt I
816 0 2.S4 -0.7zl 0.106 96 L. C; -0.742 -.0.10r" 0.139

335 0 2.46 -0.704 0.181 117 Z.544 -3.06 +0. I. 0.3176
.4r. 0 Z'S -1.011 0.1.13 94 -- -

145 44 1,,o -0.110 0.315 25 Z.t,0 .1,74 O.b.77 0.044i )4Ih
(to 914 weeks)

70 5 2.Il7 -0.741- 0.22.5 13 2r.57 .0.73t .0.4(- 0 .,!4,
116 5 .!.511 -0:161 0.33ll 91 2.60 .0.i,) 0.1 Ifl5

I1 2.S43 -0.873, 0.2 32 ?O 2.6 1.3.6 +0 .73? 0.314(0 7S
144i S 2.47 -1.45 0-2118 90 2.64 -2.731 4.3.3 0.1411 7V

Ito 32.4 weeks)

Soel . 30 10 37.0 -.3.6 0.813 s8 17.0 4.0.6 +0. 744 0.97
70 0 l,,.44 -2.40 3.20 63 36.7 -2.33 -0.32 1 3;.21)
11v 0 lb.2 -2.40 3.3 611 38 6.11 - S.3A -. 51 3.05

335 0 35.1 -1.03 0.' -3 79 36.4, -S.3M 4313 0.11.
145, 0 1 :. 1 -3.511 3.27 74 16.7 -7.41 431.47 3.09

Ito 64 weeks,

3 45 0 34.0 .0.496 2.77 2 17.2 -30.33 .4.S7 Z.01
[to 91weeks)

70 s In..I -2.511 1.13 69 36.44 -4.07 *41-j445 1.17
386 1h3.3 -2!.69 1.781 411 16.7 -. 43 431.42 1.980

Its I"3.0 -13.24 1.09 77 36.4 -4.14 40S.1 3.33
145 s 36.3I -5.20 3.36 . 74 36.11 -30.39 14.,,41 1.17-

(to 1U."5 werksal
144 s 14.4 -1.89 2.317 36 16.? -9.34 * .i 3.)3,4

it,. 321 weeks)

4'p P, k 6 3., It
P~ P p* k, loot I +310 It (o3II

a .standard d.-iation of ro-prieaion

141 -1 (I-' x 1 00, where"n - 0 ilata points andl r tregresua..n correlatica coefficient

SStandard F test, where F Ereduction in Mnean aquare devatiton due, to quadratic term./mean square di.siatiuw. of
quadratic regression.
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Figures 3-7 through 1-12 present aging curves for gel, D1 (100 0F), and
swell which were calculated using parameters from Tables 3-4 and 3-5. The
linear regression parameters were used except where the quadratic behavior

/ provided a significantly better description of the aging pattern. Where the
long-term 145°F pattern appears to be better described by a quadratic, the
short-term linear regression line is also presented for comparison. To
avoid undue confusion, data points are included only for 70 and 145 0F aging.

From the results of this analysis it is evident that when sufficient data
are available the aging behavior of this ANB-3066 batch, at temperatures
Sl 15 0F ana for aging times up to 130 weeks, can be quantitatively described

by equat:.ons which are linear in logarithmic time. At the higher tempera-
tures there is some evidence that the initial "hardening" process. which is
linear in log time, is being overtaken (e.g., after 10 to 15 weeks at 145 0F)
by a reversion ("softening") process, such that an overall quadratic rate
equation with constants of opposite sign becomes more suitable. Unfortu-
nately. the 145 0F data are not extensive enough to define the course of this
reversion process very accurately, nor are the lower temperature data
sufficiently long term to establish with confidence whether or when a rever-
sion process may become important under conditions approachirhg silo
storage. Although quadratic terms have been calculated for the lower aging
temperatures, these cannot be identified with a reversion process with a
great deal of assurance.

3.2.3 Temperature and Strain Dependence of Aging Rates

To make use of accelerated surveillance data to predict low temperature
storage life it must be possible to perform a temperature extrapolation of
aging rates. This possibility was examined for the various aging rate con-
stants (k, kit k.) using a conventional Arrhenius approach, i. e.,

ko exp[ T] (3-3)

Figures 3-13 and 3-14 demonstrate for -gel and D1 (100IF) that the
Arrhenius equation is indeed followed by the rate constants calculated using
either the linear or quadratic aging rate equations. Reflecting the uncer-
tainty in the quadratic behavior, it should be noted that not all the k values
could be used in this correlation, e. g., the 30OF point in Figure 3- 14 and
two values of opposite sign for Di (100gF) were not used.

"Regression analyses were performed to obtain the parameters of
equation (3-3) for those cases where statistically signifir.-nt rate constants
were available. The k0 and B (apparent activation energy) values are sum-
marized in Table 3-6. The apparent activation energies for the hardening
proc s•1z are all quite small indicating that the process is diffusion con-
trolled and/or is free radical. From a similar linear analysis of shortar
term aging data for another batch of ANB-3066 Thiokol reports a B value for
tensile properties of about five (Ref. 6). Why their value should be so much
greater than that found here is not clear, although a rather crude analysis

./ K
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of older Aerojet data on ANB-3066 (Ref. 7) indicates a distinct batch-to-batch
variation in B (see Figure 3- 73) which apparently is not related to the unaged
modulus level. Interestingly, the B value for the postulated reversion pro-
cess is several fold greater than that for the hardening process.

For the most part the effect of aring under strain is to increase the
apparent activation energy of the hardening process and to increase the
aging rate significantly at 145 0F but only slightly at 70 0 F. This is illustrated
by the 0 and 5-percent strain Arrhenius plots for k in Figure 3-13 and 3-14
and by the relative aging rates (k/P°) listed in Table 3-7. (Whether the
opposite effects for dilatation are real is not now certain.)

Thus it appears that a conventional Arrhenius treatment provides a
means of extrapolating ANB-3066 aging rates at high temperatures to aging
rates which are applicable under silo storage conditions. Although aging
under 5-percent strain has only small effect upon the aging rate at 70 0F. it
will be seen later (Subsection 3.2.5) that this can have a major effect upon
predicttd service life because of the relatively long times involved and the
logarithmic time dependence. However, the combination of moderate tem-
perature and strain aging could offer a means of further accelerating aging
without having to resort to undesirably high temperatures; for example,
aging at 145°F under 5 percent strain is equivalent to aging unstrained at
approximately 195°F with regard to rate of increase in gel content.

3.2.4 Comparison With Other ANB-3066 Aging Data

Aging data are available for a number of other ANB-3066 batches with
which the aging patterns observed in this program can be compared. Figure
3-16. for example, compares the LPC regression curves for compliance
changes at 145 and 70°F with data reported by Aerojet (Ref. 7) for tensile
modulus changes of three different batches at 150 and 80 0 F. For each
Aerojet batch, the I/E values were normalized for convenience to approxi-
mately :atch the magnitude of LPC's compliance values. The batch-to-
batch variations in the aging rates of I/E are obviously large. At 70 to 80°F
the LPC aging rate is intermediate among the Aero jet, but at 145 to 150°F
the initial aging rates of all three Aerojet batches are much above that of the
LPC batch. Furthermore, the 1500F data do not follow a simple linear
logarithmic time aging trend although more extended aging would be required
to establish whether a reversion is occurring or whether the modulus is
approaching a steady state.

Figure )- 17 presents a similar comparison between compliance
measured on the batch at LPC and relaxation modulus measured on the
"batch studied by Thiokol (Ref. 6). Again, the l/E values were normalized
"to overlap LPC's compliance values. At 70 to 7SEF, the two aging rates are
quite close. However. at increasing temperatures the Thiokol aging rate
becomes progressively greeter than LPC's, in line with the higher activation
energy previously discussed. While the 80 and 1 15F aging points would be
adequately described by a linear relationship, the 150°F I/Er points clearly
would be better described by a curvilinear function, the latter is. of course.

-4 1-
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Figure 3- 15 Batch Variations in Temperature Dependence
of Modulus Aging Rate (Aerojet data. Ref. 7)
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Table 3-7

RELATIVE AGING RATES(M)

Aging Relative Rate of Change(Z)
Property Strain 70°F i45 0 F

Gel 0 0.16 0.26
5 0.16 (0%) 0.32 (23%)

D1 (100°) 0 -0.26 -0.43

5 -0.29 (12%) -0.59 (30%)

Swell 0 -0.14 -0.23

-0.16 (14%) -0.32 (48%)

AV /V -0.38 -0.46
s ~-0.36 (-5%) -

(1) k/PO

(z) Number s in parentheiis represent the percentage increase in rate
between 0 and 5% strLin.
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qualitLatively consistent with Thiokol's use of a linear log time function to
describe the aging changes in Er itself instead of I/Er.

The LPC and Thiokol (Ref. 6) gel content results are compared in
Figure 3-18, in this case without employing any normalization factor. In
contrast to the compliance/modulus comparison, here the LPC data indicate
a somewhat stronger rate of change than do the Thiokol results. Moreover,
the Thiokol values at 115 and 150°F indicate an approach to a steady state
although the question of a reversion would require longer term data to
answer.

All of the above comparisons involved approximately 1-year aging data
from Aerojet and Thiokol and 2-year aging data from LPG. Figures 3-19
and 3-20, c; the other hand, are concerned with comparisons of long-term
(7 to 8 years) 80 0 F aging data for ANB- 3066 with the predictions from LPC's
70°F aging equations. Figure 3-19 compares LPC's 70°F compliance equa-
tion with Aerojet I/E values for a different batch, the latter being normalized
to overlap the LPC regression line. Although the LPC aging rate is slightly
larger, the agreement certainly falls within the batch-to-batch variations
noted above. The Aerojet batch may have reached a steady state, in which
case the LPC linear regression line would increasingly deviate beyond the
7-year point.

Finally, in Figure 1-20 the same LOC 70°F regression !in* for com-
pliance (100 0 F, 60 psi) is compared with Hill AFB compliance (77 0 F, 80 psi)
values on 15 different batches of aged ANB-3066, without employing any
normalizing factor to correct the Hill values. Obviously, it such a normali-
zation had been performed the observed and predicted compliance values
would be well within the batch-to-batch data scatter.

In summary of these comparisons the following points are noted:

* Rather large differences in aging behavior are exhibited by
different batches, particularly at higher temperatures. As
pointed out in Appendix C, batch variations are to be expected
in view of the fact that propellants normally cared are only

N. slightly beyond the very steep portion of the gel/extent of

reaction curve. Therefore, only small variations in effective
stoichiometry or in cure schedule can significantly change the
initial gel content and thereby the apparent aging behavior.

* At low temperatures (-700 F) it is probable that aging behavior
can be described by a linear log time relation up to I to 2 years,
beyond that point a slightly curvilinear expression may be more
suitabie in reflecting attainment of a steady state or some degree
of reversion.

* At higher temperatures, aging behavior for some parameters
exhibits increasing degrees of nonlinearity as a function of log
time. LPC data give indication of a reversion process occurring
while other data seem more consistent with attainment of a steady
state. Longer term data at various temperatures and with
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different bat( ies would be required for quantitative
clarification.

* Since the use of linear or quadratic expressions in logarithmic
time is essentially empirical, other forms obviously could be
employed to facilitate time and/or temperature extrapolation.
e.g. , f( l/G) instead of G when a steady state is achie%ed and
a rapid reversion is known to be absent.

1.2.5 Service Life Prediction

Time extrapolation of the aging regression curves te a predetermined
critical value of the particular parameter yields the predicted useful service
life of the propellant system. This is demonstrated in Figures 3-21 and
1-22 for D, (100°F) and gel, using only the quadratic regression curves for
purposes of illustration. (The vertical, double-ended arrows indicate the
*1(7 limits of the calculated curves at the particular aging times.) The most
appropriate failure criterion for third-stage Minuteman is that of allowable
strain. This has been converted to a critical D, (10 0 0F) value by multiplying
the ratio of allowable strain and the reported average unaged strain for
ANB- W66 batches by the kmaged D, (1000F) valu,, ji. e., Drt-- Do x

.Ecrit./ C.c A critical gel value was approximated in turn using Dcrit and
the empirical G/D correlation given in Figure 3- 1ý

Table 3-8 summarizes the predicted useful seivice lives for this batch
of ANB- W066 propellant at several storage temperatures and at 0 and 5 per-
cent strain using both the linear and quadratic reggession curves. The
spread in values at each condition reflects the ui certainty due to the *1,;
deviations in both the failure criterion and the calculated parameter. In
view of the approximations involved in defining theifailure criterion, these
predicted service lives should be accepted as approiximations in terms of
their absolute magnitudes. nevertheless the follownig conclusions or com-
ments ar,' warranted:

0 The minimum prudicted useful life for thi batch at 70°F is
approximately S years in an unstrained condition. This is
decreased by a factor of about 2 by storage at 5 percent strain.
even though the actual rate of aging (log tihie basis) at S percent
strain and 70(F is only slightly greater than at 0 percent strain.
Thus even small strains existing in a motor grain may signifi-
cantly decrease service life and make questionable the predic-
tions made from aging unst.aiiied cartons.

0 A strong temperature effect is, of course, observed but it
should be noted that initial failure times for compliance/linear
log t decrease nm•jre sharply with strain than with temperature.
Useful lifet at bY' is significantly greater than at 70TF. particu-
larly under 5-percent strain. In practice, the potential reduc-
tion in fl.et rep!acenmint by storage at 60OF would hav. to be
ctonsidere'd against the increased cost of maintaining the 60(F
environment.
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0 The effect of a reversion process is, of course, to increase
the time required to first intersect the failure band and
especially to increase the upper time limit. Thus, a mild
degree of reversion - or attainment of a steady-state - can
be highly desirable, and it is conceivable that longer service
life could be achieved by increasing silo temperature rather
than decreasing it.

• The desirability of minimizing errors in failure criteria and
in expe ;mental parameters followed during aging becomes
obvious from the very large spread in predicted values at any
one condition. At 70 F and 0 percent strain, for example, the
uncertainty in useful life is I I-4.6--6.4 years using the linear
regression for compliance. If the relative standard deviation
of regression is reduced from the observed 3.4 percent for
D, (100 0 F) to I percent this spread in predictions becomes
9.6-5.9-- 3.8 years. Under a more conservative procedure,
e.g., one prescribing *2 or 3 sigma undertainty, this factor
naturally becomes magnified and fleet replacement rates
would increase rapidly.

- 6-
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4. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENNDATIONS

4.1 CONC LUSIONS

The primary conclusion is that the program has met its major goal by
demonstrating that accelerated surveillance can indeed be employed to pre-
dict chemical aging-controlled service life of ANB- 3066 propellant. More
specifically, it has been demonstrated that rates of change of propellant
physical properties can be quantitatively defined by empirical expressions
in logarithmic time and that those rates can be temperature extrapolated
using a conventional Arrhenius approach.

The following subsidiary conciurions can also be drawn from the
program:

(1) Although the physical properties of ANB- W066 change markedly
during aging. this is not accompanied by measurable changes
in residual carboxyl or imine concentrations. Instead, it
appears that aging changes result from AP oxidative attack upon

,/ the polybutadiene backbone.

(2) Distinct batch-to-batch variations in the rate and pattern of
aging exist for ANB-3066. particularly at higher tempera-
tures. and this is not corrected by a simple modulus normali-
zation procedure. In addition, the high temperature (145 0 F)
reversion process indicated with LPC's batch is not strongly
evident in available data for several other batches. There-
fore, care must be exercised in generalizing quantitative pre-
dictions from accelerated data obtained upon one or a few
batches.

i() Chemical aging of ANB- W066 under 5 percent constant strain
significantly increases aging rates, especially at higher tem-
peratures. Although the rate increase at 70OF may be small,
its effect upon predicted service life can be large, e.g.,
factor of 2 for calculations based upon compliance.

(4) Useful life may be significantly increased by storage at 60 0F.
instead of 70TF. or possibly even by employing temperatures
above 70"F if advantage can be taken of a reversion process.

/

//
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(5)' Examination of the data from this and other propellant aging
programs has identified a number of prerequisites for success-
ful prediction of chemical aging rates by time/ tempe ratur e
ext rapolIat ion:

0 The parameter or properties selected for observation
during the course of aging must be capable of measure-
ment within a relative standard deviation of a few percent.

0 The number of aging points must be as large as budget and
schedule permit. The combined imnplication of these first
two points is that an aging program should concentrate
upon a small number of critical parameters which are
reproducibly measurable rather than upon screening a
large number of parameters.

0 To ensure meaningful extrapolation, aging should be con-
ducted over a broad temperature range and an extended
time period.

4.2 RECOMMENDATIONS

The above conclusions lead straightforwardly to a number of recom-
mendations:

(1) Analytical methods should still be pursued which are capable
of at least identifying the critical chemical processes respon-
sible for propellant aging and hopefully are capable of
defining their rates quantitatively. Specific attention for
polybutadiene -type propellants should be directed towards
reactions involving the backbone double bonds. Without such
information propellant service life prediction will remain
empirical. In addition, such studies should greatly aid the
development of methods/materials to inhibit the aging processes.

(2) The program has demonstrated that certain empirical methods
of data analysis and extrapolation can be employed for service
life prediction. Future aging programs should examine other
relations and extrapolation procedures as dictated by their
particular data and aging patterns.

(3) The batch-to-batch variationc in aging behavior shown by
- I-ANB -3066 provide additional evidence that aging behavior

and service life should constitute important quality control
criteria in propellant manufacture. For that purpose, however,
test techniques for very high accelerated aging would be
die si rable.
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(4) Consideration should be given to possible cost advantIges
accruing from lengthened service life by storage at tempera-
tures other than 70 0F.

(5) This program has only just touched upon the interaction
between fatigue and chemical aging. Future programs must
develop a greater understanding of the effects of the mechanical
forces existing in propellant grains upon chemical aging rates
and, in turn, of the effects of chemical aging upon propellant
fatigue resistance. This is particularly important, of course,
for non-silo stored systems where quantitative knowledge of such
interactions may be essential to realistic service life predictions.

1*

(The reverse is blank)
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Appendix A

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES AND RESULTS

A.1 PROPELLANT PROCESSING, STORAGE, AND
PREPARATION FOR TESTING

ANB-3066 propellant was procured as 1-gallon cartons from Thiokol
where it was prepared and cured according to Minuteman specifications
using Minuteman production facilities (Batch 686-5004). It's initial proper-
ties, as measured by Thiokol, were:

E° 472 psi

a rn 106 psi

e 34%

rb 0.327 in./Sec

Considerable delay was encountered before the propellant was delivered
to LPC. The time between end of curt- and initiation of aging has been esti-
mated as equivalent to 10 weeks at 70 0 F.

Figure A-I illustrates the configuration of ANB-3066 aging blocks,
which were wrapped in foil and canned under nitrogen. The original propel-
Ian, cartons were approximately 5 by 7 by 7 inches and were trimmed to the
dimensions in Figure A- I to permit storage in standard 1-gallon cans. For
the blocks aged under strain the two 4 by 3-inch faces were bonded to steel
plates which were then separated using metal studs/nuts to produce the
desired gross strain. After aging, 0.1-inch-thick slices were microtomed
from the center portion of the block in the plane perpendicular to the original
casting direction, and the direction of straining for those slices as tear,
creep, dilatation specimens was kept constant. After removal from the
aging cans all blocks and specimens were kept under dry nitrogen except
during the brief periods of actual testing.

Propellant was aged at 30, 70, 86, 115, and 145 0F. The purpose of the
30(F storage was to provide a propellant bank where aging changes would be
minimal and from which propellant could be removed and introduced into
aging at 70 to 145 0F. In actual practice, it was found that aging occurred at
a significant rate at W0°F. and the means employed to correct the higher tem-
perature storage data for varying periods at 30 F are described in Appendix B.

-63-
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A.2 GEL CONTENT AND DEGREE OF SWELL

Several. of the 0. 1-inch-thick propellant slices are cut into -'/,,-inch
squares and about 5 g weighed into a wire basket for each of the triplicate
samples. The baskets are suspended in toluene vapors for 3 days to allow

immersed in liquid toluene (50 ml) for a total of 3 days with a change of

solvent at the end of the first and second days.*

Each basket is then removed from the solvent, rinsed, blotted against
paper toweling briefly, sealed in a tared beaker, and weighed. The beaker
caps are removed, the toluene allowed to evaporate at room temperature,
and finally the last traces of solvent removed by vacuum.

The degree of swell (S) and the gel content (G),are defined as:

S = grams toluene sorbed/gram gel

G percent of original polymer plus curative which are
insoluble in toluene

The observed gel and swell values are tabulated in Tables A-!I and A-Z.
The overall relative standard deviations for gel and swell are 1.6 and 3.2
percent, respectively.

A.3 CREEP COMPLIANCE

The apparatus consists of a horizontal platform nn which is mounted a±
fixed metal support and a carriage which travels on two guide rods (Figure
A-2). Ball bushings are used to reduce the coefficient of friction of the
carriage on the rods to very low values. The carriage is caused to move
by known weights suspended by the cable which passes over a block of nylon
(the cable is stranded steel covered with nylon). Longitudinal translation of
the carriage is detected and recorded by means of the electrical output of a
linear variable differential transformer (LVDT). A micrometer is used for
the calibration of the LVDT.

A propellant specimen (3 by I by 0. 1 inch and bonded to wood tabs) is
clamped in the position shown in Figure A-Z. The output of the LVDT is
brought to electrical null and the recorder is started. A known weight is
suspended from the wveight cable and the displacement of the carriage (and

*Preliminary experiments demonstrated that immediate immersion into
toluene, i. e. , very rapid swelling, led to lower gel contents and higher
degrees of swell than measured using an initial vapor phase sorption.
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Figure A-Z Creep Measurement Apparatus
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th11; the ehloynation of the siample) is ,hetected and recorded with respect to
tontle. l.o•u:atio's of up to 17 percent (limit of the apparatus) are recorded.

N14asuremrnts were performed primarily at -40 and + 100°F by enclosing
the ipparatus in a teni1 erature-controlled box which was located in a low
humidity room (< 00 ppm water). A few measurements were made at +75oF
an1 were converted to I 100"IF using a factor (1.259 0.04) obtained by compar-
injg data fl r two different samples.

Cr-eep compliance for points in time was calculated according to

10 AC

whv ere: W : force in grams

tK calibration constant

to initial specimen length

A initial cross-sectional area of test specimen

C - chart reading in, inches

Compliance values were fit by linear regression to the equation

log t log Di + nlog t

using( data points from 0. 1 to 10 minutes. In this equation t is the time in
minutes after loading the sample, D,,is the compliance value at 1.0 minute,
and n is an empirical parameter.

Tables A- 5 and A-4 summarize the compliance results as a function of
.iging, condition/time in terms of D, and n at +100oF and -40 0 F, respectively.
l)ata were obtained upon triplicate specimens at 60 psi initia:l stress. The
overall relative standard deviation for D, ( 100°F) is 2.1 percent and for
I), (-140F) is 5.8 percent.

A.4 CRACIK PROPAGATION

Crack propagation measurements were conducted using 1 by 3 by 0.1-
inch propellant specimens b.otnded to wooden strips along the i-inch edges
and containin, an initial 0.5i-inch crack at one edge. Measurements were
mole at 7 l'"F and 0.' in./in./rnin str in rate upon triplicate or quadruplicate

,c itens. Ify vifual ohie rvation the point (i. e., stress and strain) at
whiich crack growth initiates was noted, as well as the times required for
the crack to grow 0).0S. 0. 1. 0.15. and 0.2 inch.
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Table A-5 summarizes the results in terms of the stress (ac) and strain
(%c) at growth initiation, the fracture energy (Ic 0.1875 I

Tc- Cc), and the
growth rate for the first and secund 0.1 inch. The reported errors are one
sigma, and the overall relative standard deviations are 22 percent for Vc"
12 percent for ac, 9 percent for c,. and -20 percent for growth rate.

A.5 DILATATION

Samples for dilatation were milled from the interior of aging blocks into
specimens 0.4 by 0.4 by . inches, bonded at the ends to wooden tabs, the long
(straining) dimension being perpendicular to the original casting direction,
and parallel to the strain direction in the case of propellant blocks aged
under 5-percent strain.

Volumetric dilatation of these uniaxial specimens was obtained by making
simultaneous measurements of the axial and lateral strains while under load
in an Instron at 75°F and 0.02 in./in./min strain rate. Figure A-3 illustrates
the strain gage device employed in measuring the lateral strain.

Measurer. ents were taken until the specimen failed at the propellant-
wood bond, i. e., >10 percent strain. For convenience the data are reported
as percent dilatation, 66V/V, at the 8-percent strain level. Triplicate speci-
mens were used and the errors reported in Table A-b represent the 1,c values.
The overall relative standard deviation of AV/V (8 percent strain) is 14
percent.
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Table A-5

FRACTURE PROPAGATION FOR ANB-3066(')

Aaing Condition 
Rate of Crack Growth

T4 nip.rature Strain -Time (in. *1m -)
I' ..J!) (Weeks)1' 0c * c 0.5 to 0.6 in. 0.6 to 0.7 in.

30 0 48/63 66 111 7.8 * 1. 3 0.99*0.31 0. 65-* 0.13 0.80.*0.)377/93 8 4 *11 7.4*0.9 1.2 *0.3 0.46*0.06 0.98*0.2091/1207. 68-t1 7.6*0. 5 0.9 7 *0.0n7 0. 52 *0.07 0.94*0. 1470 0. 0 35 66 z 11 7.8f. 3. 0. 99 *0. 31 0. 65)*0.213 0.80*0. 1319/56 84*t11 6.9*0.9 1.1 *0.3 0.68.*0.06 1.04*0.0140,/59 67*8 7.9 *0. 5 0.99*0.16. 0.53±*0.04 0.99*0. 158/'87 77110 7.310.5 1.1 *0.2 0.53*0.04 1.04*0.10o86/115 80*8 7.5*0.7 1. 1 *0.z 0.87*0.21 1. 10*0. 151201131 8.!* 1. 7.4*0.6 1.2 *0.3 0.77.*0.12 1.20*0.33
5 0/35 66* 11 7.8*1.L3 0.99*0.321 0. 65* 0.213 08 .1

19/54 75.* 7.3.*0.2 1.0 &0.1 0.50*0.02 1.16*0.1640/75 81-*7 7.7*0.8 1.2 *0.2 .0.60*0.211 0.96**0.2255'/90 93:t 5 9.3-* 1. 2.7 *0.5 0. 62,*0. 10 0. 87 *0. 12* 70/106 91*it5 7.7 *0. 6 1.3 *0.2 0.65*0.05 1.04*0.16140,1130 93*6 6.8*0.8 1.2 * 0.2Z 0.86*0.06 1.23*0.0886 0 0/z9 66*11 7.8 *1. 3 0.99*+0.31 0.65*0.13 0. 80*0:.2138/39 842±4 7.12*0.4 1.1 *0.1 0.69*0.22 0.91 *0. 142215 3 65*4 6. 5* 0. 4 0.8 0*0. 10 0.48*0.07 0.9 4 *0. 1216/67 74*9 7.0.*0.4 0. 9 80. 18 0.74*0.215 2.04*0.241~0',81 Wits 7.4*0.4 1.3 *0.2 0.62*0.10 1.01*0.097 0/99 7'a*A22 6.4*0.4 0.86*0.20 0.87*0.45 1. 03 *0. 11
8/39 U2*8 6:7*0:4 0.912*0:215 0:69*0:04 1:06 *0,178'2 6*22 7.8*2.3 0.99*0.32 0.65*0. 13 0.8090.13

16 /67 89*6 7.1 * 0.5 2 .2 *0.2 0.70*0.08 1. 15*0.,1751/83 204*22Z 8.6*1:0. 9 2.7 *0.4 0.99*0.32 1. 14*0. 1370 '99 75.*11 7.5*0.9 2.2 *0.3 0.713*0. 07 1.03*0.16
115 0 0/22 66A22 7.8*1. 1 0.99q*0.31 0.65*0. 13 0.80*0.2137130 60*12 5.6*1.4 0.66*0.29 0.56*0.04 1. 08 *0.23*I14,.'3 7 89*2 7.7 *0.4 1.3 *0.2 0.69*0.23 1. 08*A0.214

45 731216 6.! * 1.21 0.888*0.34 0.50*0. 122 07.0240,,63 76*6 6.4 *0:9 0.92 *0:19 0,72 *0:07 1.1*2
701,9 9-t 1 100 * .2 .8 *.4 .44*.02 0.55.*0.0811!2 '128 68±9 5.2*0.6 0.62 *0.20 1.56*0.46 1.79 *0. 19

S 0/22 66*221 7.8 *1. 1 0.99 *0. 31 0.65 *0. 13 0.80*0. 137 '30 8*2&12 8.2 *21.1 2.3 *0.4 0.83*0.221 0.94*0.2714137 78-ts 6.f1*0.1f 1.0 *0.4 0.91*0.22 1.22 *0.33
22145 7Z*7 6.1 *0. 1 0.82 *0.09 0.7^±0.08 2.04*0.0440/'63 95* 12 6.0*t0.5 2.2 *0.4 0.8;*0.27 1.8180.1770/91 88*210 6.9*0.9 1.2 *0.3 0.82*0.20 1.04*0.24

145 0 0/18 66*11 7.8* 1.3 0.99 *0o.3 ). 65*Jk0. 3 0.800o.2133/28 87*2 1 9.5 *0.4 1.5 *0.1 0.50*0.02 0.66 *0. J156/71 84 t2 7.3 *0.9 2.2 *0.2 0.5$*0.03 0.84*0.0988110,e 67*.3 8.9*0.9 1.1 *0.2 0.4810.05 0.68.*0.09
"IAt 75OF and 0.2 in, /in_/min on I x 3 x 0. 1 in. strips with initial 0.5 irk( la edge cut. Triplicateor qtiadruplicate spg-cirvin-.n
I)Nominal/corrected from aranalIysis~.
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"PROPELLANT
SPECIMEN

0.010 IN.
SPRING STEEL

2 SEMI-
CONDUCTOR

STRAIN GAGES 1.5 IN.

0.25 IN. WD

SPR5ING STDEE PROPELLANT, 0.375SPRINGSTEELTO 0.40 IN. SQUARE

//
//

PLEXIGLASS
SUPPORT

/P

Figure A- 3 Schematic of Lateral Strain
Measuring D-evice
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Appendix B

PROCFDURE FOR KINETIC DATA ANALYSIS

The following iterative procedure was employed to fit the parameter

aging data to equations (B-1) and (B-2)

P = P 0 + k log t (B-I)

P = P 0 + k, log t + k. (log t)2  (B-2)

(1) Gel content was selected as the primary parameter since it
appeared to be the most reliable measurement and more data
points were available. All other parameters were plotted
against gel content to establish a self-consistent set of initial
estimates for the various P°'s.

(2) For each parameter, regression analyses were performed
against equations (B-1) and (B1-2) using the experimental values
plus the above P 0 and the nominal aging times. This resulted
in a new estimate for P0, obtained by averaging the P 0 values
produced by the regression at each temperature. It further
provided an initial estimate for relative aging rates.

(3) Using the above aging rates (k values), initial corrections to
the nominal aging times were made. For example. in the
simple case of correcting the aging time at some temperature
T for the initial 10-week period at 70 0 F,

AP700 - kT7 0 log 10 ý APT = kT log 6tT.

(4) Regression analyses were repeated with the corrected P 0 and
corrected aging times, leading to more accurate values of P0,
k's, and aging times. Further iterations were performed until
changes in P 0 and k's were slight and little significant improve-
rnent was observed in the standard deviation of regression.

(The reverse is blank)
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Appendix C

EXPLANATIONS FOR BATCH VARIATIONS IN
AGING BEHAVIOR

3/

There are several factors that can be expected to alter the aging rate
and pattern among different batches and not be accounted for by simply
normalizing the data according to initial (unaged) moduli. Figures C-I and
C-2 illustrate two such effects for cure and aging at a single temperature,
using Thiokol gel content data as a baseline.

Figure C -I illustrates the effect of differences in cure chemistry in
terms of the effective availability of curative, e. g.. through differences in
initial stoichiometry or differences in aziridine conversion to oxazoline. An
important general point to be noted first is that cured propellants, being
lightly crosslinked, are only just beyond the region of steeply rising gel and
crosslink density - and therefore mechanical integrity. Consequently,
rather small decreases in extent of reaction may have major effects upon
propellant structure and properties, as illustrated schematically in
Figure C- I.

At high effective curative availability the structural build-up will be
initially rapid but the rate probably will drop off more rapidly than it does
in the intermediate case due to earlier restrictions upon molecular mobility.

Assuming the same aging mechanism in the two cases, the upper curve more
quickly achieves the long-term aging rate. At low curative availability
structural buildup will be delayed but once gel begins to form the rate will
still be rapid. Again assuming the same aging mechanism, the initial aging
rate will be more rapid because the system is still in the highly sensitive
gel/extent of reaction region. Eventually the aging rate will approach the
same long-term values exhibited by the initially more highly crosslinked
batches.

Figure C-2 illustrates the extremes in apparent aging behavior that
might be expected due to the broad modulus acceptance limits for ANB-3066,
assuming identical cure and aging chemistry. Suppose that batches identical
in all respects to that represented by the solil line were removed from cure
when they attained a modulus (and gel content)\ represented by the lower and
upper specification limits. If these were then placed in "aging" at the same
temperature, their "aging" behavior would apl ear to follow the two dashed
lines.

In actual practice, batch-to-batch variatio s may involve combinations
of the effects described above plus perhaps oth r differences in aging
mechanism or rate. Small differences in effect've stoichiometry, for
example. may be randomly - or deliberately - ombined with small changes
in cure schedule. The result will almost certai ly be effectively different
rates and patterns of aging, those differences being most evident during the
early aging period.

-79-
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There appear to be two ways to obviate, or at least minimize, these
effects in order to improve the reliability of service life predictions and of
fleet replacement rates. The first is to tighten control procedures with
regard to stoichiometry, mix cycle, cure cycle and to tighten property
acceptance limits. The second is to introduce into the quality control
requirements the measurement of gel content or modulus upon at least
occasional batches during cure and an initial aging period; such data could
constitute an invaluable acceptance criterion in terms of both unaged pro-
perties and service life.

-8"
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GLOSSARY

B Apparent activation energy

D, (1000%) C~ompliance measurement at 100 0F one minute after load
application

D, (-40 0 F) As above, at -40OF

C1 Gel content

GPC Gel permeation chro- litk graphy

k Aging rate constant tu. linear log time dependence

kj, k2  Aging rat- constantis for quadratic log time dependence

LPC Lockheed Propulsion Company

MIR Multiple internal reflectance infrared

n Slope of compliance equation, log D log D, + n log t

S Swell

3 Standard cieviation

41%. Dilatation in 'at 8%ý strain

ýc Fracture energy

tc Strain at crack growth initidtion

T c Stress at crack growth initiation

(The reverse is hh-nk)


